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A WELCOME FROM THE ARTS COUNCIL
I am delighted to share the opportunity to reflect on the Arts Council’s landmark 2016
commemorative programme with you today. ART:2016 was the Arts Council’s programme
as part of the Ireland 2016 centenary programme. The Arts Council placed the artist
and the arts at the centre of how it responded to the centenary of the 1916 Easter
Rising. The role of artists in the Celtic Revival and in the events leading up to the
Rising cannot be underestimated. They challenged and provoked a different narrative
that sought to imagine a new, culturally defined Ireland. In the century since the Rising,
artists have continued to be the great signifiers of our island. Their work has been
the enduring imagination of what Ireland can become. ART:2016 was supported by the
Department of Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs.
In planning for this event, we wanted to pose the following questions: What does it
mean for the state to support artists in examining a key historical moment that is
future-focused? What is the impact on the artist and their work? What is the impact
on the community that engages with that work?
2023: Future Retrospectives offers an opportunity for the arts community, the
academic community, the media and the wider public to engage in an imaginative way
on the pivotal role that art plays in commemoration. We look forward to sharing a lively
and nuanced discussion with you today that looks towards the future as well as
contemplating the experience of ART: 2016.
Sheila Pratschke
Chairperson, Arts Council
The Casement Project
by Fearghus Ó Conchúir.
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Matthew Thompson
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A WORD FROM THE CURATOR
It has been a great privilege to sit with, survey and
review the experiences of artists who presented
projects in ART:2016 over the past few months. The
richness and diversity of this suite of projects
has been exciting to explore, to find and bind
threads of commonality, and examine and celebrate
dissonance. The symposium is imagined as a
future retrospective, with 2016 as a key moment
in a decade of centenaries. This frame affords
participating artists the opportunity to reflect on
their projects with an imagined distance, and also
offers the opportunity to imagine, question and
interrogate the more contested centenaries ahead,
using their own work and the context of ART:2016
as a starting point.
I am delighted that so many of the ART:2016 artists will
speak today, and share their vision for the road ahead
for arts practice, audiences, the Arts Council and,
indeed, the state.
Róise Goan
Symposium curator and project manager

2023: FUTURE RETROSPECIVES PROGRAMME
9.00AM

Coffee/registration

9.30AM

Housekeeping information and schedule

9.35AM

Welcome and opening words from Orlaith McBride, director of the
Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealaíon
Overview reel of ART:2016 projects

9.50AM

KEYNOTE
Deborah Shaw, head of programming at the Historic Royal Palaces of the UK,
reflecting on the commissioning and production of Blood Swept Lands and Seas of
Red by Paul Cummins and Tom Piper at the Tower of London in summer 2014 in the
context of First World War commemorations, public-art programming at state buildings,
and the role of the state in provoking discourse through arts programming.

10.25AM

2023: FUTURE RETROSPECTIVES LECTURE 1
Fearghus Ó Conchúir: Creative Bodies: Next Moves

10.40AM

Coffee break

11.00AM — 12.15PM

PANEL DISCUSSION: SITE
Panel: Helen Carey, curator of The Souvenir Shop by Rita Duffy
Dr Ellen Rowley, architectural historian
Mike O’Leary, writer of TG4’s show EIPIC
Tom McCarthy, poet
Chair: Mary McCarthy
Our panelists will reflect on their reinvention/appropriation of sites associated with
the 1916 Rising via their ART:2016 projects or their practice generally, referencing
site-responsive practice across artforms, the resonances of places, sites and
buildings in the context of the centenaries, and the meeting of artist and state in
specific sites towards commemoration.

12.20PM

2023: FUTURE RETROSPECTIVES LECTURE 2
Annemarie Ní Chuirreáin: BLOODROOT: Poetry, Practice & State(s) of Being

12.35PM

2023: FUTURE RETROSPECTIVES LECTURE 3
Garrett Phelan: HEED: Those That Occupy the State

12.50PM

Lunch

2023: FUTURE RETROSPECIVES PROGRAMME
1.30PM — 2.45PM

PANEL DISCUSSION: DISSENT
Panel: Grace Dyas, reflecting on It’s Not Over
Lian Bell, on behalf of #WakingTheFeminists
Máiréad Enright, In the Shadow of the State
Michelle Kinsella, HEED FM
Chair: Ailbhe Murphy
This panel will focus on the role of artists as voices of dissent or disruption in both
historical and present social narratives. From It’s Not Over, a performed, durational
refusal to commemorate the events of 1916 in the context of the ongoing republican
movement, to Browne/Jones’s In the Shadow of the State, where state intervention
into the bodies of its female citizens was examined and protested, through to
artist-led movement #WakingTheFeminists, which questioned and took action on the
policies and programming of the national theatre, capturing the public imagination
along the way, this panel will explore dissenting voices in commemoratory practice
and how their contribution moves the social and artistic dialogue forward.

2.50PM

2023: FUTURE RETROSPECTIVES LECTURE 4
Dan Colley: The Gig is Up: How Making Theatre Became a Job

3.05PM

2023: FUTURE RETROSPECTIVES LECTURE 5
Louise Lowe & Una Kavanagh: The Audience is Present

3.20PM

Coffee break

3.40 — 4.55PM

PANEL DISCUSSION: CURRENCY
Panel: John Concannon, director of Creative Ireland
Eugene Downes, Kilkenny Arts Festival and NCFA
Annette Nugent, communications consultant for The Casement Project
Lorelei Harris, head of arts programming, RTÉ
Chair: Emily Mark-Fitzgerald
This session will focus on the potential instrumentalisation of the arts, sciences
and creativity by the state for various purposes. From the specific context of
commemoration to the broader context of tourism, the media and international
business, our panel will look at the role played by the arts in the activity of the Irish
state, as well as the increasing demand for outcomes from arts activity – be it in
terms of audience numbers, return on investment or education.

5.00PM

2023: FUTURE RETROSPECTIVES LECTURE 6
Áine Phillips: 100 Future Years

5.15PM

Open floor for comments

5.40PM

Closing remarks by Sheila Pratschke
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Deborah Shaw joined Historic Royal
Palaces as head of creative programming
and interpretation in 2013. Her first
commission was the Poppies installation
at the Tower of London, which won over
a dozen national awards, including the
Sky South Bank Award for Visual Art.
She was named one of the UK’s top
ten most influential creatives in art and
design in the Hospital Club’s h.Club 100
Awards 2015. She was associate director
at the Royal Shakespeare Company
and director of the World Shakespeare
Festival for London 2012. She is the
pro bono executive producer – and
only non-Iraqi founder member – of the
award-winning Iraqi Theatre Company,
based in Baghdad.

Fearghus Ó Conchúir is a
choreographer and artistic director of
The Casement Project. He has been
curator of the artistic programme
at Firkin Crane, trustee of the BBC
Performing Arts Fund and a board
member of Dance Ireland, Dance Digital,
Project Arts Centre and Create. The first
Ireland Fellow of the Clore Leadership
Programme, he continues to contribute
to the programme as a facilitator, coach
and speaker. He is a project artist and a
PhD student at Maynooth University with
the support of an Irish Research Council
scholarship. www.thecasementproject.ie
www.fearghus.net

Lian Bell works freelance as a set
designer, project manager and artistic
collaborator with some of the most
significant arts organisations and
independent artists in Ireland. As a
designer she works on contemporary
performance, and as a manager she
works on festivals, artist-development
programmes and one-off events. Since
November 2015 Lian has been campaign
director of #WakingTheFeminists.
While the one-year public campaign
is now ended, Lian and some of the
#WakingTheFeminists team continue to
work with top theatre organisations to
establish better gender balance across
the theatre sector in Ireland.
www.lianbell.com and wakingthefeminists.org

Áine Phillips is a performance artist
who has been making a show of herself
since the late 1980s in Ireland and
internationally, creating work for public
art commissions, the street, theatres,
galleries and museums, including City
of Women Festival, Ljubljana; Kyoto
Art Centre, Japan; Tate Britain; Mobius,
Boston; and the Project Arts Centre,
Dublin. She has curated live art and
performance events such as Tulca Live
and Future Histories at Kilmainham Gaol,
part of the Ireland 2016 Arts Council
programme. She is head of sculpture
at Burren College of Art, and recently
published Performance Art in Ireland:
A History (2015, LADA/Intellect Books).

Mary McCarthy is the director of the
National Sculpture Factory, Cork and
chair of Culture Ireland. Previously
she was the first executive arts and
culture manager for Dublin Docklands
Development Authority. Prior to that,
she was director of programmes and
deputy director for Cork 2005, the
company established to manage Cork’s
designation as European Capital of
Culture. Mary is currently chair of Culture
Ireland and a board member of IMMA.
She has served as an international
panel expert to assess future Capitals
of Culture, and frequently moderates
international forums and events.
www.nationalsculpturefactory.com

Annemarie Ní Churreáin is a poet and
writer from north-west Donegal. Some
of the major publications to feature
her work include Poetry Ireland Review,
the Stinging Fly and the London
Magazine. She has been awarded literary
fellowships by Akademie Schloss Solitude,
Germany; Jack Kerouac House, Orlando;
and Hawthornden Castle, Scotland.
She is also a founder of the collective
Upstart. In 2016 Annemarie was the
recipient of a Next Generation Artists
Award from the Arts Council. In autumn
2017 Annemarie’s debut collection
BLOODROOT will be launched by Doire
Press, Galway. www.cargocollective.com/
annemarienichurreain

Máiréad Enright is senior lecturer in
law at Birmingham Law School. She is a
feminist legal academic, with particular
interests in legal theory, law and religion,
reproductive rights, and historical
gender-based violence She is a codirector of the Northern/Irish Feminist
Judgments Project, a member of Lawyers
for Choice, and frequently works with
activists agitating for reproductive
justice in the Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland. In 2016 she was part
of an interdisciplinary academic team
working with Sarah Browne and Jesse
Jones on In the Shadow of the State.
She consulted with them in a series of
speculative legal drafting exercises,
producing contractual documents and
consent forms to capture and provoke
‘the touch of the state’.

Annette Nugent works with cultural
organisations and events to amplify their
impact on audiences, to add strategic
value to their communications, and to
help formulate and deliver creative,
engaging marketing campaigns. She
led communications for The Casement
Project by Fearghus Ó Conchúir as
part of ART: 2016. She has carried out
many research/development projects
– including a 2015 study of audience
development in Ireland for the Arts
Council – and has devised and delivered
cultural marketing training for Arts
Audiences, Dance Ireland, Fáilte Ireland
and Theatre Forum. Clients have included
Dublin City Council, Dublin Dance Festival,
the Irish Architecture Foundation, IMMA,
Kilkenny Arts Festival and the Heritage
Council, among many others.

Mike O’Leary is a screenwriter for film
and TV. He studied drama and theatre
studies at Trinity College, Dublin before
completing a master’s in television at
the National Film and Television School,
UK. He was nominated for a BAFTA for
his transmedia work on the television
show Misfits, and recent work includes
the IFTA-nominated Eipic for TG4 and
Striking Out for RTÉ. He has a slate of
television shows in development in the
UK and Ireland, including the Lahinchbased comedy drama Pure Wet for E4.
He splits his time between a flat in
Hackney, London and a shack in
Myrtleville, County Cork.

Helen Carey is a Dublin-based
independent curator, focussing on
memory, history and cultural identity.
She has curated exhibitions such as
1913/2013 Lockout. Amongst others,
she has worked most recently with Ewa
Partum, Michael Warren and Mark Curran
on the ongoing project THE MARKET.
She is currently director of Fire Station
Artists’ Studios, having previously been
director/curator at Limerick City Gallery
of Art and inaugural director at Centre
Culturel Irlandais, Paris. Her most recent
project was as curator of The Souvenir
Shop by Rita Duffy for the Arts Council’s
Art:2016.

Eugene Downes is the director of
Kilkenny Arts Festival. From 2007–12
he served as founding CEO of
Culture Ireland, and from 2000–07 as
international arts consultant to the
Irish government. Previous experience
included working with the Irish foreign
service, a period as cultural attaché
in Russia, and as a music and opera
broadcaster on RTÉ Lyric FM. He is
a board member of the International
Society for the Performing Arts, Druid, the
Irish Cultural Centre in Paris, the RHA,
Theatre Forum, and the Irish Landmark
Trust, and serves on the steering group
of the National Campaign for the Arts.

John Concannon is the director of a new
cross-government initiative, Creative
Ireland. He was director of Ireland 2016,
the state centenary programme to
commemorate 1916. He was selected
as Irish Marketer of the Year in 2011,
and nominated again in 2013 as the
creator of The Gathering Ireland 2013.
Prior to his directorship of Ireland 2016,
John was director of Fáilte Ireland. He is
chairperson of Gaisce: The President’s
Award, is a co-creator of Ashoka
Ireland’s Change Nation, and a director
of the social enterprise ChangeX. He is
chairperson of COPE, a Galway charity
that supports the elderly, the homeless
and victims of domestic violence.

Opposite: A Nation’s Voice at the
National Museum of Ireland,
Collins Barracks on Easter Sunday, 2016
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Dan Colley is a director, dramaturg and
programmer from Dublin. As director
of Collapsing Horse Theatre, he has
directed The Aeneid, Bears in Space,
Conor: At the End of the Universe,
Human Child, Distance From the Event
and Monster/Clock. With Collapsing
Horse, Dan is theatre artist in residence
in Draíocht, and co-artistic director of
Kilkenny Cat Laughs Comedy Festival.
As a dramaturg, Dan has worked with
Macnas, Dublin Fringe Festival, WillFredd
and Sugarglass Theatre among others.
Dan has a degree in English and
philosophy from NUI Galway, and studied
youth theatre facilitation with Youth
Theatre Ireland.

Dr Ellen Rowley is an Irish Research
Council Fellow at UCD’s School of
Architecture and the Heritage Office,
Dublin City Council (DCC). She recently
co-edited Art and Architecture of Ireland
Volume IV: Architecture 1600–2000 (Yale
University Press, 2014), part of the Royal
Irish Academy’s Art and Architecture of
Ireland series. She has led the pioneering
research and inventory project of Dublin
City’s Twentieth-century Architecture
since 2011 for DCC and the Heritage
Council. Her history of Dublin housing
(Dublin is Building: Housing, Architecture
and the Edge Condition, 1930–70) is
forthcoming. Since early 2016 Ellen has
been working with DCC on developing
the Tenement Museum, Dublin project
in no. 14 Henrietta Street. In 2017 she
was awarded honorary membership of
the Royal Institute of the Architects of
Ireland for services to Irish architecture.

Lorelei Harris is head of arts and
cultural strategy for RTÉ. She is also
editor of arts, factual and drama for
RTÉ Radio 1. In the past few years she
has led the RTÉ Road to the Rising and
RTÉ Reflecting the Rising projects, and
has been integrally involved in RTÉ’s
response to diverse commemorations
over a long period of time. Prior to this
she worked as a radio producer and
commissioning editor. She established
the acclaimed Documentary on One
series, and is an internationally
recognised and award-winning
documentary maker.

Dr Emily Mark-FitzGerald is lecturer/
assistant professor in the School of
Art History and Cultural Policy, where
her research concerns Irish art history,
visual culture, museum studies and
cultural policy. She is a founding editor
of Artefact: the Journal of the Irish
Association of Art Historians (2007–) and
the Irish Journal of Arts Management
and Cultural Policy (2013–). She
represents art history on the Historical
Studies Committee of the Royal Irish
Academy, and since 2009 has been one
of the directors of the Irish Museums
Association. She also shares news and
commentary on the Irish cultural sector
at www.artsmanagement.ie.

Michelle Kinsella, whilst studying at
Maynooth University for her MEd in adult
and community education, worked on
exciting projects, including a European
project that sought to examine how adult
education policy is implemented across
Europe. Her interest in social class
informed the basis of her own research,
titled ‘Breaking Through: How do Adult
Learners Negotiate Class Prior to, During
and After Higher Education’. In 2016
Michelle was introduced to Artist Garrett
Phelan and began working alongside
him as project co-ordinator on HEED FM.
Michelle’s personal and professional
interests inform her critical practice, as
she is passionate about interrogating
social structures and paradigms of
inequality.

Garrett Phelan makes site-specific
projects that include independent
FM radio broadcasts, sculptural
installations, photography, film, animation
and drawing. He has exhibited widely
in Ireland and internationally, with
recent solo shows at the Project Arts
Centre, Dublin, 2015 and IMMA, Dublin,
2012; and group exhibitions at EVA
International, 2014; Palais des BeauArts de Bruxelles, 2013; ICA, London,
2012; and 11th Lyon Biennial, 2011.

Louise Lowe co-founded ANU in 2009,
and has directed all of the company’s
productions to date, including the multiaward-nominated and winning These
Rooms (ART: 2016) in collaboration with
CoisCeim. Numerous other productions
have been staged at or for Home
Manchester/Culture Ireland, the National
Museum of Ireland, RTÉ, Limerick City
of Culture, Theatre Upstairs, Cork
Opera House, Fishamble, Performance
Corporation and Cultural Olympiad.
Louise teaches devising at the LIR
Academy (Trinity College, Dublin). She
was awarded the Captain Cathal Ryan
Scholarship Award and the International
Artist Residency at the Robert Wilson
Centre, New York. She has also been
awarded an Arts Council England
Ambition for Excellence Award.

Grace Dyas is part of THEATREclub.
She makes theatre, performance, film
and large-scale-participation projects.
She is motivated by the idea that theatre
can initiate conversations that start
ripples toward social change. She is
currently working on a piece around
the campaign to repeal the eighth
amendment to the constitution (coauthored with Emma Fraser) entitled
Not At Home. She was the winner of
Spirit of the Fringe (Heroin, 2010) and
the Fishamble New Writing Award (Rough,
2009). She was nominated for best
director in the Irish Times Theatre Awards
(The Game, 2015; It’s Not Over, 2016).

Thomas McCarthy worked at Cork
City Libraries until 2014, when he left
to write full-time. He was Fellow of
the International Writing Programme,
University of Iowa in 1978–79 and
international professor of English
at Macalester College, Minnesota in
1994–95. His publications include
The First Convention (Dolmen, 1978),
The Lost Province (Anvil Poetry, 1996),
Merchant Prince (Anvil Poetry, 2005) and
Pandemonium (Carcanet, 2016). A former
editor of Poetry Ireland Review and the
Cork Review, he has directed poetry
workshops at Listowel Writers’ Week,
Molly Keane House, Arvon Foundation
and Portlaoise Prison (Provisional wing).
He is a member of Aosdána and a Fellow
of the RSA, London.

Dr Ailbhe Murphy is an artist and
director of Create, the national
development agency for collaborative
arts in Ireland, which provides advice
and support to artists and arts
organisations working collaboratively
with communities. Create engages in
numerous partnerships to support
these practices, including with Artangel
as co-commissioners of In the Shadow
of the State and Dublin City Gallery
The Hugh Lane for a major socially
engaged commission as part of the
Creative Europe-funded Collaborative
Arts Partnership Programme. Ailbhe
has over twenty-five years experience
in collaborative arts practice, and is
also a co-founding member of the
interdisciplinary art-and-research
platform Vagabond Reviews.

Úna Kavanagh has a BA and an MA from
the National College of Art and Design,
Dublin. She has worked extensively
across disciplines for over twenty-five
years in her native Ireland, and in the
UK, the US, France and the Middle
East. Úna is a figurative artist whose
work includes sculpture, text, painting,
drawing, performance, film, installation,
animation, music composition,
performance art and live-art durational
performances. Her practice ranges from
extensive work in theatre, film, television
and radio to her artistic collaborations.
She has been a company member
with ANU since 2010, collaborating on
thirteen pieces, including The Monto
Cycle and most recently ANU’s Triptych.
www.create-ireland.ie
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